· ACTIVITIES

CAMPUS

LIFE

FALL, 1960
FOUND THE

FRESHMEN

Don't look so happy, son, that's
lunch.

what they're serving

for

You think you're tired now, wait till you get to
the top.

This little hike is to get the freshmen
tomed to walking across campus.

accus-

Don't just stand there, the boy needs help.

PAINTING
THE "M" IN
THEIR

BEANIES

Each year, before school officially
starts,

the

mountain

Freshmen
to whitewash

climb

the

the "M".

Obviously

these boys aren't cut out to be home-

makers.

Weary Freshmen
day's work.

descend

after

a hard
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This registration mess is awful, especially for
the first-semester freshmen.

REGISTRATION
WORRIES

BEGAN

ALL OVER AGAIN
All right, Cecil, dig deep! Those fees must be
paid by September 19th.

Y'all smile just as long as you can because
this isn't any fun at all.

WITH CARDS
QUESTIONS
AND FEES.

A million lines of typewritten words and still the registration line stretches on and on.

Yup, it is disgusting to try to avoid the Army when
they just sit there and smile.

Your freshman beanie certainly looks impressive,
Truett, but so does Mrs. Duke's card file.

Lambda Chi Alpha's officers greet the rushees with
warm handclasps and big smiles.

FRATERNITY
RUSH PARTIES
START SCHOOL
WITH A BANG
At the Kappa Sigma House some serious rushing
was done with chapter president Jim Peticolas
showing how.

Pretty Marcia Haney lent a feminine touch to the
Phi Tau parties. "Have another cooky, boys, they're
good!"

SORORITY

RUSH IS

GLAMOROUS

AND GAY

Pretty girls, all asmile, certainly make rush-week
an exciting adventure.

No! They aren't proposing marriage; there just weren't enough
chairs to go around.

Rush does have its serious side, too, especially when a rushee is shown the lodge.

Our BIG Miners fought hard for every
inch of ground that they gained, and they
fought well for T.W.c.

FOOTBALL

WAS BIGGER

AND BETTER

THAN

EVER ...

Those wide eyes and awed expressions.
indicate that the "Knot-Hole Gang" is
really impressed. "WOW!!"

Say, are they looking for the football, or
is there something happening that is more
important than that?

These lovely ladies, in coordination with Mike Bishop, the new feature twirler
with the Texas Western Marching Cavalcade, presented several colorful halftime shows.

SPECIALLY WITH THE

THE MAJORETTES,

NCOURAGEMENT

AND

AND THE

UPPORT OF THE

BAND,

GOLDDIGGERS

LOVELY

Mrs. Barbara Prewitt, Golddigger instructor, created the
choreography
for the Golddiggers.

The bright uniforms of the Texas
Western College Marching Band
stand out sharply against the stadium crowd.

Miss Bettie Anne Davis, talented feature majorette, strikes a
formal pose.
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The Phi Taus' "Prospector's Progress"
won Sweepstakes and showed us the vast
change in the size of T.W.c.

HOMECOMING:

THE

GAME, THE DANCE
AND PARADE

Lambda Chi certainly called to attention
the problems of cars and parking spaces.
They won first in fraternities.

Tri-Delt led the sorority division with an
appropriate float that impressed the boys
er, ahem, that is, the judges.

Chi Omega's Little LuLu added an amusing note to the Homecoming gaiety.

BROUGHT EXES HOME TO
T.W.C.

FOR THE

OF FALL,

"Courting" in 1913 was fun, according to
the Wesley Foundation group. Must be
true! They all look happy.

The Zetas' clever float predicted the fash
ions for the 1970 Freshmen.

1960

EVENT

Dorm Council members gather gracefully
for a shot for the annual.

AUTUMN,

1960,

MEETING,
CLASS,

FOUND CLUBS

PEOPLE GOING

AND

POLITICAL

DISCUSSIONS
BIG PARTIES

EVEN
.

Walking to class can be a pleasurable pastime, if it's not from the gym to Burgess
Hall.

Will it be Kennedy or Nixon? This seems
to be the problem at hand.
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AT

rro

Whether weighing the world situation, or
working math problems, the S.UB. was
a good place to gather.

EVER BUSY THE

S. U. B. WAS A PLACE
TO MEET,

SNACK

AND VISIT.
Calorie-counters
and slim people too,
could be accommodated in the snack-bar
in the S.UB.

Some smiling Golddiggers
have just
finished eating, before they have to dash
off to the Golddigger class at noon.
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If anyone sees Jetta, ask her who Bobby
Bracewell convinced her to vote for this
year.

NOVEMBER BROUGHT
ELECTIONS, BOTH FOR
T.W.C.

AND THE U.S.A.

Voting is serious at any level, whether it
is for S.A. president or for U.S.A. president .

Out student body selected many deserving young ladies to positions of honor
as class favorites.
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Sweetie, you don't have to depend on a
stop-sign to attract contributors;
those
striped pants will!

ON THE LIGHTER

SIDE, THE

A P 0' S COLLECTED

FOR THEIR

"Julius" and "Sitting Bull" are getting results
from their collecting, but was it for milk, or
for clothes?

Danny, u h ...._..did you forget something,
or does that sheepish grin indicate friendliness?

MONEY

MILK FUND

The Varsity "A" Choir performed
at many functions at the college.

FALL FOUND

THE

VARIOUS DEP ARTMENTS
FAST

The newly initiated ballet program at Texas
Western flourished from the start.

Drama was given new stature by the outstanding acting done by the students in that area.
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AT WORK

DECEMBER
CONTESTS,
WEATHER,

BROUGHT

CO- ED, COLD
AND MORE PARTIES,

FOR US TO ENJOY

Charming Carolyn Shaver is showing why she was finalist in the T.W.
C. Beauty Contest.

Beauties are even beautiful when
they are caught off guard, huh,
Brenda, dear?

Being beautiful can be serious business, but
aren't Niki and Pris overdoing it? Smile, gals,
it isn't bad!

.'

BEAUTY

AWS held its annual hamburger

fry for the nominees for the CO-ED Ball.

Good food, too!

MID-SEMESTER
AND WENT

EXAMS CAME

AND EVERYONE

RESOLVED TO STUDY
MORE,

BUT

The new trophy-den room at the Lambda Chi House
certainly had quite an initiation this winter; with all the
cold winds, the relaxed atmosphere lent a cheering warm-

th.

After firm resolutions to really get down and
study, we see people who look quite happy
breaking them.
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Jackie Schlafly cuts paper dolls in the interest of education which was a result
of over-studying for semester exams.

IT NEVER HAPPENS
THAT WAY.

Winfrey appears awfully worried. Could this
be mid-semester?

This ogre represents our beloved instructors'
status in the minds of our student body, after
mid-semester examinations.

The Military Ball was one of the highlights of the Fall Semester.
QUEEN MARILYN is at her loveliest as she reigns over her Court.

THE GALA MILITARY BALL
WAS AN EVENT

ENJOYED

BY ALL IN ATTENDANCE

The QUEEN looks happy as she receives her
crown from Colonel Joseph H. Buys.

Good Old Federal Inspection, Thank Heavens It Only Happens Once A Year

R. O. T. C. COMES TWICE
FEDERAL

WEEKLY, BUT

INSPECTION

Column Left, HARCH!!!

ONLY ONCE A YEAR
What will the R.O.T.e. Department do
next year without their photographer
John? What will the Annual do without him?
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Dr. Ray Past and Roger Haynes salute a traveler who didn't make it.

NEW GROUP ON CAMPUS
THE

"DESERT

RATS"

The Desert Rats is an organization devoted to exploration,
shooting, sleeping on the desert, and to the drinking of beer. It
is composed of students, teachers, and the offspring of teachers.
Most of their activities are confined to exploration of the
Chihuaha-Sonora Desert. Some of their field trips are illustrated
below.

Duane Godwin hacks at a rabbit (for
the stew pot) while Prof. John Middagh
grimaces and Charles Horky takes instruction.

Roger Haynes, Bill Middagh, Mr. Middagh and Duane Godwin fiddle with a
campfire near Victorio tinaja, in Chihuahua.

Two Rats try to coax
a fire into flame to
fix breakfast.
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Horky
and
Chip
Past take out time
to study algebra instead of ballistics.
(John
Fitch
was
busy taking
these
pictures. )

This group of motorcyle-jacketed
men are not escapees from "The \'{Tild
Ones." They are, from left to right, Gene Colley, Guy O'Neal, Ernie Fulford, Jackson Burkett, and Tracy Baker.

OUR "CAMPUS COPS" ENFORCE THE
TRAFFIC LAWS AT T. W. C.

"Mmmmmm l I'll bet that smarts!" Boy,
being a policeman is no laughing matter.

He looks so happy that he must've just
made an arrest. Shame on you, Ernie, he
didn't mean to!

These lovely, gracious winners pose for
an informal picture. They are Niki
Lettunich, Sara Connaly, Carol Knapp,
and Necha Stewart.

In spite of the anxiety these ladies are

The tension mounts until a peek at the
judges becomes an important necessity.

SUSPENSE,

feeling, Kay and Niki share
smile with the photographer.

RELIEF,

AND HAPPINESS

MARKED THE BEAUTY CONTEST
All celebrities must grant the press some interviews.
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THIS

YEAR

a big

The Five Best-Dressed
1960 Beauty Contest

Eds seem to be guarding

the four winners

of the

WITH THE BEST-DRESSED EDS
ON HAND TO ESCORT THE WINNERS

One for you, and one for me, and one
for you, and one for me, and ... oh, forget it! Jack and Al look patient, tho!

Petite Donna Tritt and Jerry Everett,
one of the best-dressed eds, seem amused
at a joke told by the m.e.

King Pat displayed his usual charm and wit
at being selected to reign over his loyal subjects.

His Majesty led his lovely date, Rebecca Roberts, in the first dance.

KING PAT OF THE HOUSE OF KELLY
REIGNED OVER THE GALA
CO-ED

BALL

WITH

DIGNITY

Hootie Ward, A WS president, is shown congratulating Pat as his name was announced
for king. AWS sponsored the 1960 Co-Ed ball.

•

WINTER
COMES

TO

TWC
CAMPUS

THE

"WAITING FOR GODOT"
WAS JUST ONE
OF THE MANY
FINE PRODUCTIONS
OF THE DRAMA
DEPARTMENT
THIS

Has he just eaten a lemon, or are all of the cares of
the world causing such a sad, miserable face?

The College Players were especially outstanding in their "Godot" production.

Tired? Run-down after a hard day at the office? We have just the thing for you!
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YEAR

Hootie Ward and the AWS Council worked all year long on projects that
made the organization's
first year on campus an outstanding
success.

MEETINGS
LONG;

KEPT US BUSY ALL YEAR

PROJECTS,

PRACTICES

PARTIES,

AND

MADE STUDYING

DIFFICULT.

Wesley Foundation, and the other religious
organizations, met often to add the proper
influence to every-day activities.

Among the finalists in the Miss TWC contest, held each spring, were Marilyn Geyer, Jan Breedlove, Glenda Eldridge, Anne Rutledge, and Necha
Stewart. The judges had a difficult time.

SPRING CAME IN A RUSH,
BRINGING
BEAUTIFUL

WITH

IT

GIRLS ...

Kay Young, the 1959 Miss TWC, displayed a wide
smile and a beautiful tan as she presented Glenda
Eldridge the 1960 trophy.
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"Dunk Me l l !" screamed the sign over the Kappa
Sig's booth at the Fiesta.

and sure enough, they did! Did you catch
cold, Johnny?

THE

ANNUAL

FRATERNITY
SORORITY

SPRING FIESTA,
FORMALS,

DANCES,

AND

Phi Tau had a pie-throw booth, and Dino
Altamare certainly should be commended for
still being able to smile after what he's been
through!

Sally Haraway is
aiming to hit
Betty Rae and
Jack with that
wet sponge at the
Chi Omega booth
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THE TRADITIONAL

HONORS

DAY ASSEMBLY.

Carla Maffei, Flowsheet editor,
is shown presenting the annual's dedication to Dr. Eugene Thomas on Honor's Day.

A stage tU.ll of di$nitaries spoke inspiringly to a large
and attentrve audience at Magoffin Auditorium.

Margaret Willis, Linda Haughton, Ron Hanson,
and P~t Bowman are solemnly repeating the oaths
of office for the Student Association at the assembly.
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IN NO TIME

AT ALL,

CRAMMING

FINALS

SESSIONS

AND

ALL-NIGHT

WERE UPON US.

The above picture is typical of many just like it
that took place during Dead Week and Finals.
Our SUB and the library were worked overtime
when the full realization that summer was around
the corner and finals were here, hit us. Coffee
and cigarettes had to sustain those of us that had
neglected to study during the long semester.
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AFTER

FINALS

WERE

OVER,

JOYOUS

LOUD

CELEBRATIONS.

AND

Marshall and Jack think that Carta looks
dead, or at least that's what the sign indicates. But after finals. who isn't?

This gay group decided to have a ship-wreck party, and it looks like
either they really were marooned on a desert island, or else they are
refugees from La Tuna.

We can't imagine what Troy is persuading
Virginia to do, but let's not interrupt Tom and
his friend there in the foreground!
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..

WERE HELD TO RELIEVE
THE TENSIONS
GRADES,

AND

OF TESTS,
OVERALL

WORRY
Frank and Pat came as suitcases, and it is just
amazing how well they held up during the
ship-wreck.

Kit looks like she may be fixing to cut her date's throat.
Could it be that she caught Jimmy making eyes at a pretty
native girl? If she forgives him, it'll be a close shave.

This peasant was hired to keep the place dean
during the party; you know, like sweeping away
people who couldn't take the strain of fun after
exams.
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Photography
and swimming
instruction and entertainment
school students.

SUMMER

FUN IN THE

SUN W AS RELAXING

A YEAR OF WORK, BUT SUMMER SCHOOL
TENDED

courses provided
for the summer

AFTER
WAS AT-

BY A FEW OLD FAITHFULS

Twirling classes were held on campus
again this year, and aspirant majorettes
of all ages enthusiasticall y participated.

The swimming courses were especially nice, because you could not
?nly acquire an even tan, but you could also lose weight by exercismg.
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T W C 'S ON -CAMPUS
HOURS

POOL PROVIDED

OF RECREATION

AFTER

MANY

CLASSES

Wild and furious water games like keepaway and water
volley-ball and water-tag made the swimming pool second
only in popularity to the snack-bar in the SUB.

Come on back, kids, All we want to do is take
a picture.

Screams and shouts punctuated the hot afternoons, and
kept the life-guards on their toes wondering if someone
were dying, or if there were a game in progress.
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Summer School's
smiling Queen Sharon
dances the first
dance with her escort.

SUMMER CAME TO A
SPECTACULAR

END WITH

THE SUMMER SCHOOL DANCE

Talented Penny Shorow, as lovely and gracious as any queen
herself, added a great deal of atmosphere to the dance.

Dancing takes a lot of concentration and practice to do it well, but Rocky and Ed are probably going professional
judging from the
looks of things.
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Vacation time is here at last!

WITH ANOTHER
SCHOOL

YEAR

OVER, WE
BID FAREWELL TO TEXAS
WESTERN

COLLEGE AND THE CITY
OF THE SUN.

SOME OFTHEHIGHLIGHTS

OFTH

The Kangaroo Kourt, this year, was presided over
by Me. John Middagh, and was held for those students who didn't wear western clothes on Go-Western
Day.

This line-up of, uh... unique looking characters
seemed to be enjoying the We~tern Day Dance.

A Castro Look-Alike Contest was held, and some of
the results were startling. Witness the group on the
left.

960-61 SCHOOL YEAR IN CANDIDS

Kelli and Paula, members of the Modern Dance Club, strike a pose for the cameraman before they presented a recital at a recent beauty contest.

Anna Maria Encina, the
receives her trophy from
the half-time presentations.

1961 basketball
Dean McCarty,

queen,
during

Lovely Barbara Horak and her husband seem to
be wondering who will be selected the 1961 Kappa Sig sweetheart at the Black and White Ball
held this spring.
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